FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Ranch Simulator Announced – Releasing on PC in Early Access Early 2021
Banbury, Oxfordshire – 15th June 2020
Excalibur Games and Toxic Dog are proud to announce Ranch Simulator, a brand-new renovation, farming and
hunting game set in a remote forested valley, releasing early 2021 in Early Access for PC.
Take a look at the reveal trailer, which was premiered as part of IGN’s Summer of Gaming event.
Builder. Farmer. Hunter. Trader. Ranching certainly isn’t your average job. Think you have the skills to turn your
family’s rundown homestead into the most prosperous ranch in the valley? Then it’s time to head out into the
wilderness in this captivating single and multiplayer open-world simulator.
Players interested in Ranch Simulator are encouraged to add the game to their Steam wishlist.

About Ranch Simulator
It was once your grandfather’s pride-and-joy, but your family ranch has fallen on hard times and it’s up to you
to turn things around. Sitting in a forested valley far from civilisation, the dilapidated homestead will test all
your abilities as you attempt to turn it into the most prosperous ranch in the region – either alone or in up to
four player co-op multiplayer.
Rebuild Your Ranch
The years have not been kind to your family ranch and it will take time and money to restore it to its former
glory. Buy tools from the local hardware store and purchase a range of vehicles from the garage to help with
your rebuilding projects. Renovate the main house, decide what livestock you want to farm and construct the
barns, pens and runs you’ll need to keep them safe and secure.
Look After Your Livestock
Grand building projects are one thing. Paying for them? That’ll come down to your ranching skills. Overseeing a
profitable operation is all about the day-to-day. Once you’ve selected and taken on your livestock, regular
feeding and watering will keep them healthy. Successful breeding and careful rearing of the young will help
boost the numbers in your herds and flocks — and the more produce you have to sell, the more income you’ll
receive for all that hard work.
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Head Out on the Hunt
There’s a large open-world environment outside your cosy homestead and it’s teeming with wildlife. So when
you feel like slowing the pace, why not grab your trusty rifle and head out into the forest to stalk deer and hunt
bears? But remember, the wilderness lives by its own laws and you aren’t the only skilled hunter in the
neighbourhood. Sometimes your steady hand and sharp eyes will also be needed back on the ranch to stop
hungry wolves turning your off-grid dream into a nightmare.

Press Copies
To request a press copy of Ranch Simulator, please email jamesc@excalibur-games.com or request your code
via Keymailer. Codes will be sent out closer to the game's Early 2021 launch.

All Links
Steam: https://store.steampowered.com/app/1119730
Reveal Trailer: https://youtu.be/sxS1Gi96x8A
Official Discord: https://discord.gg/PPJA6ks
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ranchsimulator/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/RanchSimulator
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About the Developers – Toxic Dog
Toxic Dog, a Russian indie developer, is currently working on Ranch Simulator. In this new title, the dilapidated
homestead will test all your abilities as you attempt to turn it into the largest, most prosperous ranch in the
region.

About Excalibur Games
Excalibur Games is the publishing arm of parent company Contact Sales Ltd, which was founded in 1997.
Excalibur Games has moved forward to release its own original products, in addition to widely recognised
licensed titles. Successful releases Tracks, Shoppe Keep 2 and Flashing Lights have propelled Excalibur’s digital
portfolio forward. Excalibur has worldwide MicrosoftTM Xbox One, SonyTM Playstation 4 and NintendoTM Switch
publisher status.
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